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In this guide we introduce you to 1D river modelling. You will load a river network and learn how to setup 
and run 1D simulations. We will explore a selection of the multiple ways Flood Modeller allows us to visualise 
the results from this. 

This guide is part two of a four-part tutorial on getting started with Flood Modeller.  

Introduction 

In this guide, we will look at loading an existing 1D river network into Flood Modeller, running a simulation 
and viewing the results from this.  

We assume (and highly recommend!) readers of this guide have previously read the ‘Flood Modeller 
essentials’ guide as this introduces terminology used throughout, however the guide can still be followed 
without having done so.  

Please note that there are a variety of ways to undertake different tasks in Flood Modeller. Throughout this 
guide, we provide details of selected methods only.   

We will use the network file named Baseline_Network.dat for this tutorial, which can be accessed here.  

Tip: Start a new folder on your computer with an appropriate name (e.g. Getting_Started). Save the network 
file in here. This will help later with keeping all the files together.  

Let’s get going! 

1. Initially open Flood Modeller (or start a new project if already open).  

A project file references all the different parts of the model – you might refer to multiple network 
files and simulation files, among other file types, all within a single project.   

 

http://www.floodmodeller.com/
http://www.floodmodeller.com/
https://845211da-3073-4371-81dc-c6bb1e37cb19.usrfiles.com/archives/845211_8df4e76a7af64af28a0382b1e18e5f8c.zip
https://845211da-3073-4371-81dc-c6bb1e37cb19.usrfiles.com/archives/845211_8df4e76a7af64af28a0382b1e18e5f8c.zip
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2. Let’s add a background map and save the project before progressing.  

Background mapping is for visualisation only and is not used as part of the calculations. Saving 
your project at this point will mean your projection details (where in the world your map is 
showing) is saved. If you close down and re-open Flood Modeller and open your project again, the 
background mapping will need to be turned on again, but this time Flood Modeller will not ask you 
for the projection details.  

 

Tip: Save your project in the folder you started earlier containing your network file. Any new simulations 
(and the results from these) will, by default, attempt to save in this folder.  
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3. Load the network Baseline_Network.dat. This shows the river itself in a series of river sections in the 
map window, from ‘Upton_19005’ furthest upstream to ‘Upton_00000’ furthest downstream. Save 
the project again.  

The river sections are providing the cross-sectional data and physical properties of the river, such as 
roughness of the channel.  A flow-time boundary (QTBDY) specifies the flow entering the system 
upstream. Boundaries are also required at the end of a network; a flow-head boundary (QHBDY) is 
used in this case.  
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4. The network has loaded in several areas of the interface.  

Alongside the river sections in the map window, you will also see the network loaded into the 
project panel on the left of the screen. The layers panel is below the project panel. This will remain 
blank for now (and throughout this tutorial) as it is used for loading GIS datasets to the map view. 
The network is also visible in the network panel on the right; the most upstream node is given in the 
top row of the network table, followed by the remaining nodes heading downstream. The default 
initial conditions table is shown in the network panel too, below the network table, but more on 
these later!   
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5. View the details of some of the nodes. Try plotting the flow entering the system at the flow-time 
boundary. Notice when the storm peaks and its duration.  

Plot the cross-sectional view of some of the river sections to get a feel for the underlying 
topography.   

 

Tip: Select the ‘pan’ tool (from the icons in the top left of the map window) to move around the map (hold 
mouse button down and drag). Icons are also given to provide the option to zoom in and out; alternatively, 
ensure your cursor is in the map window and use your mouse scroll wheel to zoom in and out!  
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6. As we have a network together with upstream and downstream boundaries, all connected 
correctly, we simply require initial conditions to start a simulation.  

Initial conditions tell the software the initial water level in the river. These are very important – an 
(unsteady) 1D simulation requires some water at every river section, at all times. No part of your 
channel can ever “run dry” as the mathematical calculations in the 1D solver will break down.  

To calculate these initial conditions, we will run a “steady-state” simulation.   

 

Tip: From now on, we recommend selecting to ‘save as’ a new (network/simulation) file if you make any 
changes.   

Since Flood Modeller prompts you to choose a filename when creating a new file, do not be tempted to 
choose an existing one (since this will be overwritten) – always choose a new filename.  
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7. Run a new steady (direct) simulation to calculate some initial conditions.  

This will take the flow entering the system (through the QTBDY) in only a single timestep (time = 
0hrs, i.e. the start of the analysis period). The software will calculate the water level at each node 
assuming this single timestep flow is “steady” throughout the simulation (does not change over 
time). These water levels can then be used as the initial conditions for an “unsteady” simulation 
(where the flow does change over time).  

 

Tip: If your network is active in Flood Modeller, it will automatically be selected as the network file for use in 
any new simulations. Initial conditions will also be taken from the network file (those seen in the table in the 
network panel). These selections can be seen on the ‘files’ tab of the simulation window.   

If you have multiple networks loaded into the project panel, bold font indicates which is active. Double-click 
a network to make it active.  
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8. Let’s look at the results from our steady-state simulation. Clicking ‘view…’ after the simulation 
finished showed the results file itself in a text editor e.g. Notepad. View a cross-section plot of a 
node to visualise the water levels further.  
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9. Run a new unsteady (fixed timestep) 1D simulation for long enough to cover the inflow defined in 
the QTBDY. Use a timestep of 2.5 seconds, ‘save interval’ of 300 seconds and the initial conditions 
from your steady simulation.  

This will simulate the flow entering the river from the flow-time boundary upstream (recall the data 
plotted from this boundary earlier) and calculate the water level (alongside other parameters) at all 
the nodes at each timestep.  

 

Tip: if you find your simulation is slow to run, try using a larger timestep and/or save interval.  
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10. Look at some of the results from your unsteady simulation. View a time-series plot of a node to see 
the water levels rise as the inflow increases.   

Animate a long section plot to see the water levels changing along the entire network.   
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Summary 

We loaded a river network into Flood Modeller and noticed how it starts and ends with boundary units. In 
our particular river network, a flow-time boundary detailed the flow entering the system furthest upstream. 
We noticed that boundaries are connected to the network by sharing the same node label as the nearest 
river cross section. We viewed this boundary and plotted the flow from this. Flood Modeller also provides a 
variety of other boundary units. 

Instead of loading a pre-existing river network, we may be in a situation where we are building the river 
network, for example by using options provided in Flood Modeller to import cross-sectional data for the 
river sections. In this case, it would still be required that the river network starts and ends with a boundary 
unit. We saw that we can confirm this is the case by checking they are the very first and very last rows in our 
network table.  

Tip: When adding new units to a network, first highlight the node (or row in network table) immediately 
upstream of the new node location. This ensures that the new node is added into the right part of the 
network. 

We explored the river network in more detail and viewed some of the river sections in plots. Alongside river 
section units, Flood Modeller provides a vast selection of 1D units to represent features and structures, such 
as bridges, culverts and weirs.  

We ran a steady-state simulation to get initial conditions as 1D simulations always require water initially in 
the system. Low flows can often be a source of instability in 1D modelling. 

We then setup and ran an unsteady 1D simulation using these initial conditions. We chose a timestep of 2.5 
seconds and noticed that a larger timestep would decrease simulation time. We must always ensure the 
timestep is small enough to capture the data required. Too coarse a timestep can also lead to instability 
issues.  

Finally, we visualised the results from our 1D simulation. We animated the stage data calculated, showing 
times when the water level exceeded the bank height. We noticed options were provided to plot flow, stage, 
velocity and water depth, alongside other outputs. 

We saw the water level exceeded the bank height in some locations. To explore this further, we consider this 
flow entering the 2D domain in the next tutorial. 
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What’s next? 

Now you’re ready to tackle the next of our getting started guides: 

Flood Modeller essentials - This guide covers everything you need to know before you start using Flood 
Modeller. Ideal for beginners, but also highly recommended for those with prior modelling knowledge, you 
will learn terminology commonly-used in the software. Some of the functionality and capabilities of Flood 
Modeller are shown, and you will see how easy your modelling can be in the intuitive graphical user 
interface. 

Running and visualising a 1D simulation – In this guide, we introduce 1D river modelling. You will load a 
river network and learn how to setup and run 1D simulations. We will explore a selection of the multiple 
ways Flood Modeller allows us to visualise the results from this. 

Building, running and visualising a 2D simulation– In the previous guide, we saw results where our water 
levels exceeded the river bank. In this guide we consider the simplest approach to investigate how this 
affects the floodplain; using a 2D only simulation. You will build all necessary 2D modelling components, 
setup and run a 2D simulation, and visualise the results from this, all in just ten simple steps!  

Integrating, running and visualising a linked simulation– Taking the results from a 1D simulation and 
manually using these as an input to a 2D simulation provides quick and easy results, as we saw in the 
previous guide. A more dynamic approach is to consider the full interaction between the river and floodplain 
(i.e. flows going in both directions, rather than just flooding from river to floodplain). This is known as 
integrated modelling. In this guide, you will revisit your original river network and, using the 2D modelling 
components from the previous guide, build a model that incorporates both the 1D river network and 2D 
floodplain. 

http://www.floodmodeller.com/
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